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At the beginning of February 1968, Eino Ruutsalo (1921–2001) was having an exhibition ‘Valo 
ja liike’ (Light and Movement), at the Amos Anderson Art Museum in Helsinki. Sam Vanni 
(1908–1992), who had been a major innovator in Finnish painting in the 1950s, was also 
due to take part in this exhibition. However, Vanni was outraged to see that his paintings 
were being hung alongside Ruutsalo’s electrically-operated kinetic works. As a result, Vanni 
decided to withdraw his work from the exhibition, and this happened at such a late stage 
that the exhibition catalogue had already been printed, and his contribution could no longer 
be removed from it.1 This episode is one example of many in which Ruutsalo challenged the 
conventions of the Finnish art scene in the 1960s.

In September 2021, a week before the centenary of Ruutsalo’s birth, I defended my 
dissertation in art history at the University of Helsinki. The aim of my research was to examine 
the role of this visual artist and filmmaker Eino Ruutsalo in the new forms of art emerging in 
Finland during the 1960s.2 The main source material for my research was Ruutsalo’s previously 
unexplored private archive, which includes the manuscript of his unpublished memoir, 
correspondence, notes, newspaper clippings, photographs and exhibition catalogues.3 Other 
sources I consulted consisted of material in several archival institutions, interviews, exhibition 
critiques and newspaper articles, and of course Ruutsalo’s works. 

Based on my research, I also published a non-fiction book about Eino Ruutsalo for the 
general public4, as well as co-curated with Katja Ikäläinen an exhibition on Eino Ruutsalo’s 
experimental approaches in the 1960s for the Ateneum Art Museum’s Focus Gallery5. I also 
curated a retrospective of Eino Ruutsalo’s films for the National Audiovisual Institute’s 

1 Eino Ruutsalo. ‘Maalarin rytmiä etsimässä’ (‘In Search of the Painter’s Rhythm’), unpublished 
memoir, 2000, 77. The Eino Ruutsalo Archive (ERA). Archive Collections, Finnish National Gallery 
(AC, FNG); Valo ja liike / Ljus och rörelse (Light and Movement), Amos Andersonin taidemuseo 
(Amos Anderson Art Museum), 7–14 February 1968, exhibition catalogue.

2 Marko Home. ‘Pysähtymisessä vaanii kuolema’ – Eino Ruutsalon kokeellinen 1960-luku (‘Death 
lurks in stagnation’ – Eino Ruutsalo’s Experimental 1960s). Helsinki: University of Helsinki, 2021, 
https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/10138/333635 (accessed 5 January 2022). 

3 The Eino Ruutsalo Archive was donated to the Archive Collections of the Finnish National Gallery 
in 2021.

4 Marko Home. Eino Ruutsalo – Kineettisten kuvien maalari (‘Eino Ruutsalo – Painter of Kinetic 
Pictures’). Helsinki: Parvs, 2021, https://parvs.fi/en/books/eino-ruutsalo/?lang_switched=1 
(accessed 5 January 2022). 

5 ‘Focus Gallery: Eino Ruutsalo’s Experimental 1960s’, Ateneum Art Museum, 14 September 2021 
– 27 March 2022, https://ateneum.fi/en/exhibitions/fokus-gallery-eino-ruutsalos-experimental-
1960s/ (accessed 5 January 2022). 
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cinema Kino Regina6. The aforementioned projects 
have reminded the audience in Finland that Eino 
Ruutsalo is one of the key names in the history of the 
Finnish avant-garde. Since my doctoral dissertation 
is written in Finnish, the aim of this article is to give 
foreign readers a brief summary of Ruutsalo’s diverse 
artistic activities.

Today, it is common for a visual artist not to be 
limited to one medium, but in the 1950s and 1960s – 
at least in Finland – the boundaries between different 
art forms were still quite marked. Of course, artists 
of previous generations might have been painters, 
graphic artists and artisans at the same time, but in 
Finland in the 1950s and 1960s it was confusing if, 
like Eino Ruutsalo, a visual artist was also a filmmaker 
and vice versa. Interdisciplinarity, for example, in 
the sense that visual art draws on subjects from 
literature, is also an old-established practice, but 
in the 1960s, mixing and combining different art 
forms rose to a whole new level in the international 
avant-garde. Suddenly the same artist could work 
with different art forms or move between them and, 
depending on the context, make works in different 
media or using combinations.

Eino Ruutsalo was an exceptionally versatile 
player in the Finnish art scene, moving quickly 
from one medium to another, fearlessly combining 
different forms of expression and realising his 
works in collaboration with musicians, poets and 
dancers. His extensive production includes graphics, 
paintings, sculptures, visual poetry, collages, 

electrically-operated kinetic works, documentaries, feature films and experimental short films, 
among others.

The fast-moving aerial images of the extensive forest wilderness of Viena Karelia 
made an indelible impression on Eino Ruutsalo when he was serving as a fighter pilot in the 
Continuation War.7 According to Ruutsalo, these experiences later affected his art as the 
images seen from the air and the movement of flying shifted to his paintings and kinetic 
works.8 After the war, Ruutsalo was seeking his direction for a few years until he received a 
scholarship to the Parsons School of Design in New York for the academic year 1949–50. After 
that he stayed on in New York with his wife and daughter until the spring of 1952, working 
on building sites and in other temporary jobs. Before returning to Helsinki, he bought a U.S. 
military surplus 35mm film camera in a second-hand shop and shot his first film, New York – 
The Foggy Town (1952). In April 1952 he returned to Finland and decided to pursue an artist’s 
career. During the 1950s Ruutsalo made paintings and graphics and documentary films, but 
started to widen his spectrum at the beginning of the 1960s. 

6 Kino Regina: ‘Eino Ruutsalo 100 vuotta’, 2021–22, https://kinoregina.fi/teemat/eino-ruutsalo-100-
vuotta/ (accessed 5 January 2022). 

7 Eino Ruutsalo. Tiiksjärven ilmataistelijat – Sotalentäjästä taiteilijaksi (Tiiksjärvi air fighters – from a 
war pilot to an artist). Helsinki: Tammi, 1995, 97. During the Second World War Finland fought two 
wars against the Soviet Union; the Winter War, 1939–40, and then the Continuation War, 1941–44. 
In the end Finland fought the Lapland War, 1944–45, against its former ally Germany which had 
troops in northern Finland. After finishing his flight training Eino Ruutsalo served as a fighter pilot 
in the Continuation War from Spring 1942 onwards and in the Lapland War in Autumn 1944. Eino 
Ruutsalo’s military service record. ERA. AC, FNG. 

8 Ruutsalo, ‘Maalarin rytmiä etsimässä’, 62. ERA. AC, FNG. 

Eino Ruutsalo,1969 (detail 
from a photograph). 
Photographer unknown. 
Amos Rex Archive 
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Eino Ruutsalo became a fully-fledged artist in 1956–59 while working with an 
independent group of artists who had set up their studio in the attic of the Bronda, a building 
that had formerly housed Café Brondin and known as Bronda, a famous artists’ hangout in 
Helsinki during the 1920s and 30s. Because of his diligence and the richness of his ideas, 
Ruutsalo became the leader of the Bronda attic artists group.9 This group was seeking an 
international perspective and a change, an alternative to the atmosphere they felt as cramped 
in the prevailing culture. The goal was to take domestic expressionism to a new level.10 The 
exhibitions held by the members of the Bronda group in Sweden, Denmark, Germany and 
England were well received, but in Finland their works were regularly rejected from the 
exhibitions of the Fine Arts Academy of Finland. As a result, they set up their own exhibitions 
in their Bronda attic studio and these became a public success.11 In newspaper articles, the 
Bronda attic was seen as a romantic artist’s environment and as a base for the Finnish avant-
garde seeking a new spirit of art from the outbursts of emotion that shattered freely on 
canvas. However, despite occasional favourable criticism, the painters of the Bronda group did 
not gain unreserved approval from the gatekeepers of Finland’s art scene in the late 1950s or 
early 60s.

Already in the 1950s, the activities of Eino Ruutsalo were remarkably similar to those 
of young artists today. By organising their own exhibitions in their attic studio, Ruutsalo and 

9 Wiking Forsström in an interview with Marko Home, Helsinki 31 March 2011. Apart from Eino 
Ruutsalo, Wiking Forsström (1931–2014), Olavi Haarala (1925–78), Arvo Summanen (1928–2006), 
Väinö Rouvinen (b. 1932), Olavi Martikainen (1920–79) and Lasse Marttinen (1926–2007) formed 
the core of the Bronda attic artists in the late 1950s, although several other people were more 
loosely attached to the group.

10 Osmo Jokinen. ‘Pitkä tie lyhytkuviin’, Apu 23/1966, 4 June 1966. 
11 ‘Korkeavuorenkadun atelieri’, photo caption, Helsingin Sanomat (HS), 11 April 1958; Sakari 

Saarikivi. ‘Ullakkotaiteilijat’, HS, 13 April 1958.

Eino Ruutsalo, Forest, 1958, oil on canvas, 114.5cm x 162.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen
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other members of the Bronda group set an example that artists can also work outside art 
institutions. The fact that the Bronda attic artists became well known in a short time, thanks 
to Ruutsalo’s skilful campaigning, illustrated the importance of communication in launching 
an artist or group of artists. From the beginning, Ruutsalo and other members of the Bronda 
group also held exhibitions abroad and thus operated in an international context.12

After moving to non-figurative art in 1958–59, Eino Ruutsalo took abstract expression 
in his paintings to the extreme, until in 1961 he decided that, having explored all the 
possibilities of the canvas, he had still not succeeded in reaching the movement and depth 
he was looking to achieve. Up until this time he had made paintings and films side by side 
without knowing how to combine them. By starting to paint on film instead of canvas, he 
overcame this artistic impasse. Ruutsalo considered his hand-painted films to be an integral 
part of his work as a painter.13 Kinetic Pictures (1962), was over two years in the making and 

12 Like the late 1950s shows in Sweden and Denmark, the exhibitions by members of the 
Bronda group were well received in Munich and London in 1960. ‘Ei hurjia barrikaadimiehiä. 
Suomalaistaiteilijoiden näyttelyllä suopea vastaanotto Münchenissä’, HS, 8 January 1960; Eric 
Newton. ‘Horses – for Love and For Art’s Sake’, The Guardian, 10 March 1960; ‘Finnish Abstract Art’, 
The Times, 10 March 1960; ‘Suomalaista taidetta näytteillä Lontoossa. Neljän tekijän näyttely saanut 
myönteisen vastaanoton’, Aamulehti, 27 March 1960.

13 O. J. ‘Kineettistä Ruutsaloa’, Projektio 2/1966.

Screenshot from Eino Ruutsalo’s film Kinetic Pictures, 1962
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
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was the first of Ruutsalo’s experimental 
short films that made him a pioneer in that 
field in Finland. Made almost completely 
without a camera, Kinetic Pictures contains 
more than 7,000 hand-painted film frames, 
which Ruutsalo considered as separate 
paintings.14 Although he abandoned the 
canvas for a long time in 1961, he continued 
his practice of informalism, abstract 
expressionism, and rhythmic painting by 
making moving paintings on the screen in 
his experimental short films of the 1960s.

Apart from becoming a visual artist, 
Eino Ruutsalo also became a filmmaker 
in the 1950s. After starting out his career 
as a filmmaker with rather traditional 
documentaries, Ruutsalo departed from 
‘figurative art’, in this case from the 
narrative, in his feature films too. In 1961, 
his feature film Moments in the Night 
launched a new wave of Finnish cinema, 
together with Maunu Kurkvaara’s feature 
film Rakas… (‘Darling…’). Maunu Kurkvaara 
(b. 1926) also had a background as a visual 
artist and, like Ruutsalo, he produced, 
directed, scripted, filmed and edited his 
films by himself. Ruutsalo wanted to take 
his cinematic expression forward, away 
from the illustrated narrative, towards 
pure, independent film art based on 
visual expression. The aim was to find 
different ways of making and watching 
films that were not aimed at meeting 
viewers expectations.15 In the 1960s, 
Ruutsalo succeeded in renewing cinema 
as an art form in Finland, not only with his 
experimental films but also with his visually 
arresting feature films.

During the 1960s Eino Ruutsalo’s experimental short films received honourable 
mentions at various international film festivals, but in Finland they were mainly shown in his 
own exhibitions and special screenings. For the younger generation Ruutsalo’s experimental 
films were an inspiring example of the new possibilities of cinema, but the general attitude 
towards his experimental films and feature films in Finland was mostly dismissive. Critics 
perhaps appreciated the camerawork, visual images and editing in Ruutsalo’s feature films, 
but they also saw many shortcomings in the scripts and directing, which is no wonder, since 
his working methods were largely based on improvisation. The fact that Ruutsalo received the 
Finnish State Cinema Award for his third feature film Les Siffleurs (1964), which was shot in 
Paris with French actors and in the French language, was a kind of milestone. After that, the 
Finnish critics started to take his feature films a bit more seriously.

With his visual poems and Lettrist prints, Eino Ruutsalo sought to blur the boundaries 
between visual art and literature. In visual poetry, text forms an image or pattern. In Lettrist 
prints, letters or characters become independent visual elements. Already in 1958, Ruutsalo 

14 Ruutsalo, ‘Maalarin rytmiä etsimässä’, 82. ERA. AC, FNG. 
15 ‘Filmi puntarissa Jyväskylän taidepäivillä’, HS, 11 July 1961.

Eino Ruutsalo, Kinetic Poem, 
1967, typewriter ink on paper, 
29.7cm x 2cm
Private Collection
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Hannu Pakarinen 
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had been using a kind of Lettrism by drawing in gouache on newsprint, so the dialectic of 
the letters and the brushstrokes created a sense of movement. He then began to explore 
the possibility of breaking away from the narrative content of the letters by forming images 
instead of words. He began to ‘draw’ with a typewriter, that is, to write visual poems that did 
not seek contact with the reader but with the viewer. The results were concrete poems in 
which the letters and their combinations work, according to Ruutsalo, in the same way as the 
brushstrokes in his paintings.16 Ruutsalo also made the Lettrist short films Human Signs (1966) 
and ABC 123 (1967), the latter gaining international recognition in particular. 

In the mid-1960s, the American Fluxus artist Dick Higgins coined the term ‘intermedia’ 
to describe areas between traditional art forms where different mediums combine to create 
new art forms that are more than the sum of their parts.17 In Finland Eino Ruutsalo, who 
was already moving freely between different art forms in the 1960s, can be considered a 
pioneer of intermedia. Such methods became widespread in our country only in the 1980s, for 

16 Soili Sinisalo. ‘Liikkeen muodot. Eino Ruutsalo, kokeilija, kineettinen taiteilija, elokuvantekijä’, Taide 
6/1975.

17 Dick Higgins. ‘Intermedia’, Something Else Newsletter, Volume 1, Number 1: February: 1966, 
in Steve Clay & Ken Friedman (eds.), Intermedia, Fluxus and the Something Else Press. Selected 
Writings by Dick Higgins. New York: Siglio, 2018, 24–28.

Eino Ruutsalo, Red 607, 1967, Lettrist print; lithography on 
paper, 69.8cm x 51.8cm 
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen

Eino Ruutsalo, Box 504, 1967, assemblage,  
30cm x 30cm x 6.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen
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example in the form of installations utilising moving images. Ruutsalo 
and Higgins were corresponding in the 1980s and they also met face 
to face.18

In 1967, Ruutsalo’s works were included in the San Francisco 
Art Museum and Stanford Art Gallery exhibition ‘Aktual Art 
International’, which also showed works by key figures of the 1960s 
international avant-garde, such as Nam June Paik, Claes Oldenburg, 
John Cage, Dick Higgins and George Maciunas.19 Ruutsalo’s 
experimental short films were distributed in the United States in the 
1960s and 70s, where they were screened with Fluxus films, among 
others.20 Perhaps it should also be mentioned that Ruutsalo was the 
only Finnish artist to be included in Richard Kostelanetz’s reference 
book Dictionary of the Avant-Gardes (1993, 2001).21 

Eino Ruutsalo’s ‘Valo ja liike’ exhibition at the Amos Anderson 
Art Museum, in Helsinki, in 1968, expanded the perception of the 
museum exhibition in Finland by bringing experientialism to the 
fore and creating a kinetic entity enhanced by light and sound. This 
vision was conveyed to the audience in the exhibition with lights 
swirling around, concrete and collaged music creating a soundscape, 
projectors projecting films and images on the walls, and electrically 
operated kinetic works that continually changed shape.22 It was also 
Ruutsalo’s idea to organise an interdisciplinary event ‘Sähköshokki-
ilta’ [Electric Shock Evening] in connection with the exhibition. Key 
players in this event were the musicians and composers Henrik 
Otto Donner (1939–2013) and Erkki Kurenniemi (1941–2017), as 
well as the poets Claes Andersson (1937–2019) and Kalevi Seilonen 
(1937–2011). The central element of the event was an integrated 
synthesizer called Sähkö-ääni-kone [Electric Sound Machine] built 

18 Letters from Dick Higgins to Eino Ruutsalo, 1 July 1983 and 30 April 
1986. ERA. AC, FNG. In 1984 both Higgins and Ruutsalo participated 
in an exhibition called ‘Visuelle Poesie’ in Saarbrücken, Germany, and 
were interviewed together by the local TV station. They also met in 1995 
when Higgins visited Finland for his solo exhibition at Pori Art Museum. 
Klaus Peter Dencker. Visuelle Poesie. Dillingen/Saar: Krüger Druck + 
Verlag GmbH, 1984; Visuelle Poesie TV programme, Saarländisher 
Rundfunk, 22 November 1984, VHS copy. ERA. AC, FNG; Helena 
Ruutsalo, interview with the author, 11 March 2011.

19 San Francisco Museum of Art Press Release, ‘Aktual Art International’, 
May 2 through May 21, 1967; Stanford Art Gallery, Aktual Art 
International, December 2 to 29, 1967, exhibition catalogue. ERA. AC, 
FNG; Jeff Berner, letters to Eino Ruutsalo, 16 June 1967, 26 August 1967 
and 23 November 1967. ERA. AC, FNG. Fluxus activist Jeff Berner curated 
the ‘Aktual Art International’ exhibition.

20 Film distribution agreement between Fleetwood Films, Inc. and Eino 
Ruutsalo, 20 July 1967; ‘You are cordially invited to preview three films 
by Finland’s leading innovator Eino Ruutsalo. Audio Films, Inc. to whom 
we have leased these superflicks, has made available 16mm versions 
for this showing, before they are exhibited as short subjects in the Bay 
Area theatres. Also shown to the goodly group of friends will be a few 
old Fluxfilms, including Yoko Ono’s celebrated piece.’ Advertisement 
leaflet for an Underground Cinema event organized by Jeff Berner in San 
Francisco on 3 May 1969. ERA. AC, FNG.

21 Richard Kostelanetz. Dictionary of Avant-Gardes. Chicago: a cappella 
books / Chicago Review Press, 1993; Richard Kostelanetz. Dictionary of 
Avant-Gardes. Second Edition. New York & London: Routledge, 2001. 

22 Matti Rinne. ‘Leikkivä ja liikkuva kuva’, Ilta-Sanomat, 6 February 1968.

Electric Shock Evening, Amos Anderson Art Museum, 
1968. From left: Henrik Otto Donner, Philip Donner and 
Mattijuhani Koponen. Photographer unknown.  
Amos Rex Archive

Electric Shock Evening, Amos Anderson Art Museum, 
1968; Erkki Kurenniemi (left) and Claes Andersson 
with Electric Sound Machine. Photographer unknown. 
Amos Rex Archive

The audience at the Electric Shock Evening,  
Amos Anderson Art Museum, 1968.  
Photographer unknown. Amos Rex Archive
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by Erkki Kurenniemi, a pioneer of electronic music in Finland, with which music and poems 
were ‘modulated’ during the evening.23 ‘Sähköshokki-ilta’ was a prime example of the 
experimentalism of the 1960s and shows that even in Finland there were people from 
various fields of art who were working at the cutting edge of the international avant-garde at 
that time.

Another good example of Eino Ruutsalo’s interdisciplinary work was his collaboration 
with Riitta Vainio (1936–2015). Vainio, who studied modern dance at the Philadelphia 
Academy of Music from 1959 to 1961, was very active as a dancer, choreographer, modern 
dance teacher and advocate after returning to Finland.24 It has been said that the strong and 
independent women in Vainio’s choreographies renewed not only the aesthetics of dance in 
Finland but also the image of women.25 Ruutsalo collaborated with Vainio in his experimental 
short films The Eagle (1962) and The Junk Artist (1965). At Vainio’s request, Ruutsalo also 
made abstract slide and film projections for her dance performances.26

23 According to contemporary announcements and reviews Kurenniemi modulated music and speech 
with the Sähkö-ääni-kone during the Sähköshokki-ilta, but in the light of current knowledge the 
speech was modulated only with the tape delay and not with the integrated synthesizer. Mikko 
Ojanen. User Stories of Erkki Kurenniemi’s Electronic Musical Instruments, 1961–1978. Helsinki: 
University of Helsinki, 2020, 214. https://helda.helsinki.fi/handle/10138/319155 (accessed 
5 January 2022). 

24 Riikka Korppi-Tommola. Toisia liikkeitä, uusia virtauksia. Suomalaisen modernin tanssin 
muutosprosessi 1960-luvulla. Helsinki: Helsingin yliopisto, 2013, I:4. https://helda.helsinki.fi/
handle/10138/42198 (accessed 5 January 2022).

25 Riikka Niemelä. Performatiiviset jäljet – Teos ja tallenne esityslähtöisessä mediataiteessa. Turku: 
Turun yliopisto, 2019, 86. https://www.utupub.fi/handle/10024/146971 (accessed 5 January 2022). 

26 Auli Räsänen. ‘Jo 60-luvulla murrettiin taiteiden ja esitystilanteiden rajoja. Happeningien vaikutus 
oli vapauttava’, Uusi Suomi, 1 December 1990.

Screenshot from Eino Ruutsalo’s film The Eagle, 1962
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
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Eino Ruutsalo was not the first Finnish artist to make electrically operated kinetic 
works, but in practice he became the best-known representative of electronic kinetic light 
art in Finland during the late 1960s and early 1970s, and he was also considered one of 
the leading kinetic artists in the Nordic countries at that time. Ruutsalo played a key role in 
bringing a new kind of perspective to Finland that a work of art is not tied to any material 
or technique, but can also be a spatial and temporal event that is shaped by the viewer’s 
interpretation.

Overall, Eino Ruutsalo made a significant contribution to the expansion of the means 
of expression in Finland’s art scene in the 1960s. Crossing the boundaries of different 
mediums and forms of expression resulting from an experimental attitude was a characteristic 
feature of his 1960s works. By combining the means of visual art with moving images in his 
experimental films, Ruutsalo paved the way for video art in the 1980s and media art in the 
1990s in Finland. A natural part of his experiments in the 1960s were also visual poems, 
Lettrist prints, and Lettrist films representing the intermedia between the visual arts and 
literature. His electrically operated kinetic light works, in turn, moved between painting and 
sculpture. Eino Ruutsalo was a living example of how the same artist can work with different 
art forms, as well as between them and, depending on the context, make works with different 
mediums and their combinations. 

It can be said that an artist should constantly rebel against his own style to keep 
himself alive and to avoid becoming confined to a particular formula. Eino Ruutsalo 
instinctively followed this principle, as open-minded curiosity and experimentation were 
the hallmarks of his work. ‘I wish to be a field of constant transformation’, Ruutsalo said 
in describing his attitude.27 In the 1960s, his constant questioning and search for the new 
appears to be the leading principle in his practice. His aim was to take his art forward to reflect 
the current experience. Movement, a central motif of Ruutsalo’s art, also manifested itself as 
an intellectual movement forward.

27 Eino Ruutsalo. Kineettisiä runoja, kuvia ja maalauksia / Kinetic poems, pictures and paintings. 
Helsinki: Aquarian Publications, 1990, 9. 

Eino Ruutsalo, Nova 2, 1970, 
kinetic lightwork; plastic, 
plywood, metal, light, motor, 
66.5cm x 130cm x 24cm 
Finnish National Gallery / 
Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Hannu Pakarinen
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